Cain Brothers

Divestiture Trustee Status Report

May 10, 2016
Status Update – Summary of Major Events

In accordance with Section II.D.5. of the Order to Maintain Assets and Appointing a Monitor and a Divestiture Trustee (Case No. 1:13-cv-00116-BLW) filed December 10, 2015 (the “Order”), Cain Brothers (the “Divesture Trustee” or “Trustee”) is providing this report to update the parties and the Court on: (i) our efforts to effect the divestiture and (ii) St. Luke’s and Saltzer’s compliance with the Order.

- Distributed Phase I Marketing Materials
  - Confidential Information Memorandum (“CIM”) and Process Letter sent to potential partners that have executed the Non-Disclosure Agreement

- Coordinated Quality of Earnings (“QofE”) Data Collection
  - Hosted twice-a-week conference calls with Saltzer management, St. Luke’s management, the Monitor, Consilium, KPMG, and Cain Brothers to facilitate data collection for the QofE analysis which reviews historic financial statements and identifies the run-rate financial performance after adjusting for one-time events and non-recurring items
    - QofE report substantially complete, with dissemination of final version targeted for the week of May 9th

- Assessed Opportunities for Financial Improvement of Saltzer
  - Saltzer Medical Group is currently operating at a financial loss due in part to non-recurring costs and structural challenges
  - Cain Brothers worked with Saltzer management, St. Luke’s management, the Monitor, Consilium, and KPMG to identify financial improvement opportunities that could result in significantly improved financial performance for the medical group

- Prepared for Phase II Diligence and Management Presentations
  - Worked closely with the management team of Saltzer and Consilium to collect and organize the diligence materials that will be shared with second round participants
  - Continued twice-a-week conference calls with Consilium to review the due diligence data materials and organize the data
  - Began to prepare for the development of the Management Presentations to potentially interested parties

- Set up and participated in various additional calls related to the sale process
  - Continued conversations with interested potential partners who have signed the NDA
  - Conversed regularly with the Sheppard Mullin team and St. Luke’s internal counsel to facilitate the review of diligence materials and execution of NDAs
  - Met with Saltzer management and Consilium regularly to finalize marketing materials
  - Communicated frequently with the Monitor to share information and provide each other with regular updates on any developments with Saltzer
## Key Workstreams for Coming Month

### Continue Dialogue with Potential Partners
- Host follow-up calls with potential partners prior to submission of Phase I proposals in early June
- Answer questions and provide requested information in response to Phase I due diligence requests from potential partners

### Continue Distributing Offering Materials
- Disseminate finalized CIM and process letter to potential partners that have executed the NDA and expressed interest in the transaction

### Finalize Quality of Earnings Analysis
- Finalize QoE report from KPMG to be made available to potential partners in Phase II

### Prepare for Phase II
- Continue to work with Consilium and SMG management to collect and collate files for the Phase II electronic data room
- Update requested list of items based on feedback from Phase I follow-up calls

### Prepare Management Presentation
- Work with the physician leaders and management team of Saltzer to create management presentations for Second Round participants
- Cain Brothers and the management team to develop materials and prepare the Saltzer for upcoming management presentations

### Evaluate Phase I Proposals
- Evaluate Phase I proposals to be received June 8 and facilitate a discussion with the Government Plaintiffs, Saltzer and St. Luke’s to determine which parties to invite to Phase II
Bluebird Process Update
Monthly Forward Calendar as of May 10, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Week of May 9, 2016 | - Field due diligence requests from potential partners  
                    | - Continue distributing the Confidential Information Memorandum (“CIM”) to potential partners that have recently executed the NDA  
                    | - Receive finalized QoE analysis from KPMG  
                    | - Host first planning session for Management Presentation |
| Week of May 16, 2016 | - Continue diligence dialogue with potential partners  
                    | - Begin populating Phase II data room |
| Week of May 23, 2016 | - Continue diligence dialogue with potential partners  
                    | - Continue populating the Phase II data room and preparing management presentation |
| Week of May 30, 2016 | - Process final due diligence requests from potential partners prior to the submission of non-binding Phase I proposals  
                    | - Continue populating Phase II data room and preparing management presentation |
| Week of June 6, 2016 | - Phase I proposals due by June 8  
                    | - Select parties to invite to Phase II of the process  
                    | - Target completion of Management Presentation |

Preliminary and Subject to Change
Preliminary Timeline

The timetable below is our current estimate, although could shift depending upon many factors.

Prepare Offering Materials and Identify Potential Partners to Contact

Contact Potential Partners and Provide Offering Materials, Including Detailed Information Memorandum

Conduct QoE Analysis, Draft Management Presentation, and Organize Phase II Data Room

Narrow Field, Open Data Room, Host Management Presentations, and Distribute Purchase Contract

Provide Additional Information Upon Request and Facilitate Diligence/Reverse Due Diligence

Negotiate Definitive Agreement with Finalist(s) and Signing

Prepare and Submit Regulatory Filings, and Close Transaction

Mid-to-late July 2016: Target Due Date for Phase II Proposals, Including Marked-up Definitive Agreements

September 20, 2016 Target Closing Date

August 31, 2016 Target Signing and Transaction Announcement

Week of June 6, 2016: Target Due Date for Non-Binding Phase I Proposals

Preliminary and Subject to Change
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